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The electricalreeistivity of Iiqnidhydrogenhas been measuredat the high dynamicpxwauree,
denait& and temperaturesthat can be achievedwith s reverberatingshockwave. The resulting
data era moatnaturallyinterpretedin termsof a ccmtinuoustmauition* a semiconducting to a
metdiq largely diatomia fluid, the M&wat 140 GPE+(ninefoldcomprereion)and 3000 K. While
tba fluid akthese conditionsresemblescommonliquii metalsby the aaaleof its msistivityof s00
micro-ohm-cm,it differsbyretain@ 8 StCOIIgpairing character, and the pradaamscbamm“ by which
a metallicwate m.lghtbe attainedIsstill a mattes of debate. Someevidentpcesibilitiesinclude (i)
phyaimof a laqydyoxmbody chiwadq such w a baad-ovedaptran8Mon,(ii) physicsof a atrong-
couplingor many-bodyohmacter,suchasa Mott-Hubbardtmnaition,and @i) proceaseein which
structuralchangasareparamount.
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1. INTRODUCTION

P*03

Hydrogen baa been ated aa the pmtdypkd eyetem for the study of the insulator- metal (If@ transition since

$

Wiier and Huntington predioted in 1935 that the indating xnoleoolardid tranaform to a conducting
mmatomic solid at eufEdently high pressureat OX [1]. That ia, although solid molec l@rogen ina wi& bandgap
insulator (E. = M ev) at ambient mnditiom, at autlidently Mghpressurethe ina diatomicsolid tiexpmtedto
tranafbrmto a conducting monatumic solid or the electronicenergy bandgap E, of e diatomic solid is expaeted to
does, resulting in au IM transition. Since W@nerand Huntington’spredi~ the ansition pmaaureof the former
haa varied from 25 [1] to 2,000 GPa [2] at OK. To date We transition in the solid at low temperature hae not been
Observedby optical meeeur-te in the range 190 to 260 GP~ [3-5].

Metal&ation within the molecularsolid phase by a baud overlapmechanhmia predicted to occur at preeaureelower
than is the ceeefor the transition to the monatomicphaae [6],but the transition pressureia etructuredependent P-9],
and the etmcture at denaitiee close to metalkation at OK ie not known. Extrapolation of recent preaeure-volume
data up to 120 GPa in the hcp pbnae yields a predii diasodative trauaitionof 620 GPa [10]. Both the monatomic
and diatomic metallic eolide have been pmdkted to be Mgh-temperaturesuperconductors[11,12].

Electrical conducthity meaeurezuentsiudicate that hydrogenbecomes metallic (i.e. conducting [13]) at 140 GPa,
ninefold compreeeionofinittal liquid density, and 3000 K [14]. Ma@lhatlon is expected when pressureand density are
auffidently high that the electronic bandgap demases from the value at ambient conditions of 15 eV down to N 0,23
eV, the temperature of theee experiments. Extrapolation by means of the Sbnon equation of the melting curve of Ha
meaeured * low premuree [15] givee a melting temperature of 1600K at 140 GPa Thue, as stated, metal&ation
probably Occursm the high temperature ihici.

Electrical conductivity haa also been meeeured under singbhoclc COIRp~ Up to 20 CIPaand 4600 K [1~.
Those measurements showed that electronic conduction ie thermally activated in the eemiconducting fluid. Elec-
trical conductivity experiments ueing expkxdvely driven magnetic flux compressionto iaentr@caRy compress liquid
hydrogen have shown thd the conductivity becomaa greater than l(fkan)-l at 200 t3Pa and 400 K [171. Although
We wnductivity doee not conform to metallic valuee, this experiment demonstrate that the electrical conductive@
increaaeeat high preseum and temperatum, Shock Hngoniot and temperaturedata have aleo been meaaured [l&20].

Hydrogen is important for astronomy because its cosmological abunckmceis about 90 atomic peroent, aud the
understanding of de+ueehY&O@Ris ~tiddy important to pkRetMy scienca Jupitex aud Saturn cautein 0-400
Earth maeaee, most of which ia fluid hydrogen. Jupiter-aimplanets now being discovered close to nearby stars [21]
probably contain maaaive amounta of hydrogen aa wdI, and the interiors of these giant planets are likely to be at

high preeauresand high temperatu.reaand ‘mthe fluid state [22]. Because of the large mess dfiueion coetEcient and
bW thtmnd CCulduCtiVity[=], -etiC ikkie aI12pI’OdUCedby the convective motion of electrically conducting fluid
hydrogen by dynamo action [24]. Implicationsfor Jupiter of recent meaeuremedx on dense hydrogenat high pressumw
and temperatures have been described elsewhere [25].

Because of the high kinetic energy in the impactor (0.5 MJ), in a sense we are actually working at a confluence of
High Energy and Condeneed Matter Phyekx This energy h comparableto the total kinetic energy of all the protone
and antiprotxmsin the beams in the ‘hvetron at the FemniNational Accelerator Laboratory. Here energy eneblee
_ of novel *6 of condensed n=tter, analogoueto the d~covery of novel states of subnuckar matter,

IL FINITE TEMPERATURES

The diatingniahing feature of these experiment ie achievement of a etable hydrogen sample at 3000 K and 100
aPa premuree. It ie deairatdeto look for the I’Mtrarudtionat higher temperature becanae phenomena which ‘*W
meMhatkm m the dense solid; namely, crystalline and orientational phaae transitions [26,271,do not occur in the
disorderedfluid. However, because of the l=ge mmdfbkm ooefilcientand chmniealreacdvity of hydrogen at high
t=q=at-, it is essential to uea a temperature Pulea Ths durationoftbie pulee shouldbe edkientiy long to achieve
equilibrium and m.dlicieutlyshort that the sample oanmt diiee away nor react chemically before the experiment is
completed. The N LOOne &ration of chock con.ipresaionsatiafieatheee criterk Our temperature (equivalent@ 0.3
ev) ia relatively low fbr the dectron distribution being probed becauaethe energy gap et ambti preeaureia 15 eV
end the zero point energy of the molecule is 0.3 eV.
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III. EXPERIMENT

Conditions of high preseurm, denaitiee, and temperatures were produced by impact of a pIanar metal p&te onto
amyoetat containing liquid hydrogen. Atmstagelighhgaagunwasused to aadxate the impactor pla~ UP to
- 7km/u [2S]. Hydrogen gma is used to accelerate the projectile because it has the higheet sound apeed of any gas
and thus produces the highest impact velocity and pressure. The magnitude of the preeauregenerated by the impact
is dekmined by the “q veloeity [29] and the Hugoniot equations of state of impador aud target [30$31]. To
aohieve highest densities and lowest temperatures at high pmssuree, the sample must have a relatively high initial
density. High densities were achieved by using a liquid sampIeat 20 K. [1832]. We applied our previous technique
to measure electrical conductivitkw [16#3] to the con6guration .IlktraM in Ffg. (l).

The sample is 0.5 mm thick and 25 mm in diameter contained between two electrically ioeulat@ sapphire (single-
- -cut Ak@ ZUW@2.0 ~ ~~ ~d 25 mIIIiD *ter. Theee are contained between two 2.o mm-thick
Al disks. Al is strong, ductile, and a good thermal conductor at 20 K, which facilitates condensing the sample &om
b@-purity gas. Both Ha and Da samples were used, dependingon the iinal density and temperature desired At the
relatively high ti.naltemperatures achieved (IU3000 K), possible effects of M&rent zero-point energies for hydrogen
and deuterium are negligible. Sta!nlaw ated ekxtrodea exit the sample holder b the right. In the metallic phaee four
electrodes are ueed; two outer electrodes for current and two him electrodes to measure potential dif&rence. TWO
ekctrodes are used if hydrogen is in a state of poor conductivity. The electricalcircuit for four-probe measurements k
shown in Fig. (lb). Shock compression@witch@the hydrogen sample into the circuit when its conductivity becomes
aignifkaut. Voltegea were measured Wferentkdly with l-ns time reaolutlon. Currentwas meaaumdwith a Rowgoweki
coil. Typical currents were IU1 A and VOItegeawere a few tens of mV. The resistance R is directly proportional to
the reaistivity p, so that R = Cp. ‘Ib determine the cell comtant C, steady-state, thme-diienaional current flow
simuktiona weze perfbrmed to CdClJk@2R and ~ [14].

IV. THERMODYNAMIC STATES

This experimentacbieveah@ly condeueed matter relatively chse to the OK isotherm by meane of a reverberating
shock [34]. The impact getlerateaan initial pressurePj in the Al@s. When this shockreachesthe liquid hydrogen,
the pressure of the #ho& drops until the Aaae preaeureof sapphire matchee the Hugoniot of liquid hyckgen. This
drop k about a f~or of 30 in pressure. The shockin hydrogenthen reverberatesback and forth between the sapphire
anvils until the pmsure marks Pj, the pressureincident initially fromthe sapphire. Thus, the ilret wave in hydrogen
is a weak shock and the total of the eumeeeiveshodr revmberationeis a quaei-ieentrope.This hat compression is near
adiabatic and the hydrogen is heated. This prooesecauses a final temperature which is about an order of magnitude
smzdlerthan wonldbeacbievedby aeingle ahoctto theeameblpresmre.

The initial weak shock occurs in < 10-’as (Fig. (2a)); the Mowing quesi-isentrope takea w 5 x 10-ss. The
cmmapondmg Meet on the thermodynamics is illustrated in Fig.(2b). These various preseure4nsity states were
calculated using the equation of state of Kerley [3~. Shock reverberationis neceeeexy to reach xnetallization near
o.7g/oms.

The deneitiee and temperatures must be kuown to analyze the electrical conductivitke. At present no means to
measure them exist; they must be calculated. The densities end temperatures were calculated with lxvoequations of
state for hydrogen. One wee developd by Kerky [35]before recent shock data wem availab~ it negkcte moleoular
dissociation at the conditions in our experiments. The other is due to Ross, which is baaed on our recent shock
temperature data and includes molecular diiciation [19]. The preferredvalum were those calculated with Ross’
model, becauee it is baaed on recent &k The calculated final pmasureain the hydrogen or deuterium agree to
within 1%with the initial shock pranum in the sapphire calculated by shock impedance matcldmg. Based on these
cakxdatione, the eyetemstic uncertainties in calculated &nsi@ and temperature am 5%and 20%,respectively.

V. ANALYSIS OF CONTNJOTIVfTY DATA

The experimental resistii~ data are plotted as log(p) versuspressurein Fig. (3). The change in slope at 140 GPa
is indicative of the transition to the metallic stata We analyzed reaultem the SemkOnducting range, 93-135 GPa, by
fitting the data to the dependence of conductivity for a thermally activated aemiconduetor:

u = cmexP(-EJD)/2kd’), (1)
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where u ia electrical conductivity, Codepends on denei~ D and relativelyweakly on T, E@) is the density-dependent
mobility gap in the electronic density of M of the fluid, JWSeBoltmnann’sconstant,and T is tempemtum.

Seven data pointe with errorbamof20to 50%wereflt to Eq. (l), the reaulte~ E (D)= 1.12-{64.7)(D-O.30),
where ES(D) is in eV, D is in rnd/cma (0.29 -0.32 md/emg), and UD=66 (Ctcm)-~. !3hnilarresults am obtained
using densittea sad temperatures cakdated wftb Kerley’s model [14]. tro= ~ -300 (tlcrn)-l ie typical of liquid
aemiconductora [36]. Since uo is within a factor of 3 of the Q@al value, this result is reasonable. The theoretical
rate of bandgap cloeure near metdliaatian at O K of mokcularly disordered hcp hydrogen is 40aV/(moZ/ems) [9],
which ia comparable to our value of N OOeV/(rnol/ems)obtained by fitting. Thus, thii elope is also comparable to
what is cxpeckd. Fkomour fit the gap Z@) and kBT are equal at a density of 032 mol/cmg and a temperature of
x 2600JK(0.22eV). In tbia region the energygap is smearedout thermally,aethation of electron carriersis cample&,
disorder ie saturated in the fluid, and conductivity la expmted to be weakly eeaaithseto fiuther increeaes in premure
aad temperature, provided the fluid doee not changesi@6cantly. At 0.32rno@ns the pressure is X20GPA which is
close to the 140 (3Pa pre+wureat whii the elope changeain the electrical seeistivity (Fig. (3)).

At premms of 140 to 160 GPa the reeidiivity ch~ cheractcr;it ia eeeentially constant at 500@rn, equivahmt
to a conductivity of 2000(fktrn)-1. This value ie typical of the tiuid (monatomic) alkali metale Oe and Rb at 2000 K
undergoing the same transition [371.Also, the minimum electrical conductivity of a metal ia @en by r. 2m#f3ha,
where e is the charge of au electron, h is Planck’flconstant, and a is the aver~ distance between particles [3S].
In th~ case a - D~l/s, where Dm le the tity d hydrogtYIat meMiz&on. The Calculatedminiumm rnetawc
conductivity is 4000@cm)-1, which is In good agreement with the experbnental value of !2000(fkrn)-1. Thus, fluid
hydr~ becomes conducting at about 140 GPa and 3000 K via a continuous transition from a mmiconducting to
metallic fluid, in which the electronic activation energy is reduced by pressureto kBT.

An important point to keep in mind in what follows is thiv though the cbaractdstic time of the experiment
are probably long enough to acldeve equilibriumin a single phaae, it is possible that the qyatemb not reached i~
equilibrium phase should it happen thek the system has just crosseda phaee boundary.

VI. THEORJMXCALCONSfDERA3’IONS

In hydrogen, at the condition of the experiment, the confhmmceof thermal and quantum effects link the phyaica
of dkdation and metalliii~ electronic and atomic ordering, ad ionization and chemical (cluster) formation.
Tbgether these lead to a remarkably rich pba9e diagram, most of which remaim unexplorerl The metdliaation
experiment [14]reveah a new Becticmof this phase d~am~ and gives hints to its further structure, as shown in Fig.
(4). Traditionally, theoretical intereak has focuasedon the change from a diatomic to a monatomic liquid or plasma,
as well = the chzmgefrom a metal to an insulator. I.11the new experimental regime now opened up, trandattonal
energka appear to match the vibron energks, aud as such the rnetallizationexperiment may be probing both types of
chaages. With these confluencesin mind we comment in turn on some interesting theoretical questions raised by the
experiment, namely (a) Why does the reaietivity,the primarymeeauredquantity, take the value it does?, (b) Why
does the metal-insulator transition oceor at a considerablylowerPressure in the liquid than is predieted in the solid?,
(c) What is the detailed mechanism of the metal-insulator transition?, and (d) What further experimental probes
might clar& the situation?

VII. THE SCALE OF RESISTWITY IN LIQUID METALLIC HYDROGEN

The fundamental approach to the traneport properties of liquid metals is via the Ku~Peferla-&eemmod theory,
baaed on linw response of the system to a weak extend field l?(t). The static conductivity o(O) b then given by:

u(o)- r <j(o)j(t) >(it (2)
o

where < j(0)j(f) > is a current-currentcorrelationfunction for the many-electron system. If the eelf-energy of
the electron system is mdiicienily small (from all sources of intaaction) then en mpanakm inthese&mergyh3ads ,“
to an invemion of c fir tba r-vi~, and at lowest order tlds is equivalent to fim&Born apprccdmation within
the Boltzmmm semi-classical approach to transport- In the high temperature limit it leads to the well known Zbnan
fmalknn [XMll) h degenerate electron fystema, end this hss beanremarkably~ at pmdiding the R!eiatitity
of ltquid metals to within about a factor of two, sa well as trends seen in alloys, thermopower and the temperature
deperadeaceof the resfstivlty [42]. It requires as hqmt the etatic structure factor S(q) of the ecatterlng system, an”
electron-icm-interaction, and the aeaumptionof au appropriatehigh temperaturelimit.
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To asseaatbe applicability of thw approach b the present problem, we may consider the case of liquid S1 and Ge
which prior to melting are not metals, though conduction by thermally excited carriersis evid@. As fluids they are
significantly underac@r@ed (N 5 .6) ~Ki ~~ ~ covakrke.ikcte and hence interactions got~=m~;
the pair model. In appli@ioria of the Zirnen forrmdiamto this problem, the tangible effects of remnan
are included only through the static structure factor S(g); 4 electrons per ion are usually wsigned to the conduction
process ~ut aee below].

In some ways, the situation fm hydrogen can be consideredphysically similar to Si or (let only more extreme. It
is, again, a fimdamentdly cuvalent(butnot necesaariIya network) system, and structurally it cannot be described
just In terms of pahiee proton-proton ~lons. The viewpoint taken ftom Ilqutd Si (8 metal) can be taken
here if the state posseasm a Fermi surface in the application of the weak scattering formalisms covaleney mauifeate
primarily through S(q) and in the specification of the. fundamental exchtione esaodated with the structure. As a
&et approximation (compare with the ease for Si), two electrons per “molecule” could be @k to participate in
conduction, but with a a@i6cant denidty of states correction to be applied later. Giwm this fundamental picture
essentially tied to the pairing picture of the solid, we proceedto investigate the resietivity of liquid metailic mokcufur
Zf2 (ii the experimental metallization regime) starting with the Ziman expression [39-41]. We express the reeistii~
PL originating with a @van typeofcarriersw

PL = --+,n@ -r {3)

where m is the carriermass, n~ is the carrierdensity, and 7 is a measure of the relaxation time. In its simplest ibrm
the Zirnanformalism gives [43]:

(4)

where g = q/2kF is the wave vector soakxlby twice the Fkrmiwawwactor, n, the numb density of ecatterem,v(~)
the screened eoukxnb potential, S(y) the structure -or desorbing the protowproton density fluctuation whieb
scattar the camiera,and (aoli/e2) can be viewed es tbe atomic unit of Aativi& (it has the wdue of 21.7@cm).

The structural average requiredin the static etrueture fkctor appearingM (4) is not simple given the amditlone of
the experiment. In the &st place tramdationalenergiee_ well matched to rotational energies, and also b vibmn
energies. The kinematic transfer of energy horn traditional to vibrational degr~ of freedom will be competitive
with transference of translational energy to rotational energies. Aeardingly, fir this system the temperature and the
density eonapire in eueh a way that a standard averaging over rotational degrees of freedom pflor LOtrtitional
avsmging is not secure, Secondly, orientational and translational entanglement Ieadah considerableself-averagingin
the determma. tion of the static structure factor. Thirdly, it has to be emphasized that so far as the vibrcmexcitations
me concerned, the system is not at high temperatures, which atfeoteboth structural [44]and scattering [45] physics.

In a naive approach using the usual hee.electron density of states, and with the approxhnationaintroduced above
for the structure factor S(g), a resietivity of about 50 @an is found from (4), a signiliamtly larger figure than
obtained in pr@ViOUScaktdationa of momtomK“ H @6],but still considerably lower thsn the 500 @cm measured
experhnentally [14]. Howevez, this is to be expected since m the one-electron picture we elm anticipate a aigntfloant
decline in the deneity of statea at the I%rmienergy [47].

If the band-gap has only just closed we expect a lowerkg of the density of stateE as compared with the full ~
dectron case whkh in turn can be linked tis aignifieantlyredueed e&otive carrierdensity. Equation (3) shows that
a reduced number of carriem raiseathe resietivity [48];we also axpeot related multiple-mattering and other stron~
coupliig effects [49] to be relathdy important in this regime, and these etlbcts also lead to higher reeistivitiee. Thus
by taking into weount physiee beyond the usual one-band picture our naive result of N 50#cm oan only be seen as
something of a 10WWbound. Siee the overlap and related elaetron density is expeeted to increase with increadng
ckmsitw,W mudiiled Zirnanpicture predicts that the ~ty at fixed temperature should continue to fall with
increasing preesureso long as the liquid maintam. its pairingcorrelations. We emphasise, however, that the pairs are
in no eense permanent (again an analogy to feet exchange in liquid Si cm be made) although they are long-lived on
ekctmnic timemales and as such influence the electronic structure.

At present the experimental results have largeerrorbare(20%in the metallic state) and are in too small a pressure
rauge to conilrm or falsify any predicted pressuredependenceof the resiattvity,but the actual value of the resistitity
near metallization eearneconsistent with this pietur%though this is not the osdy poaaibleinterpretation (SOSbelow).
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VIII. THE ONSET OF THIB IIW7YIATORTO _TAL TRANSITION
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At first eight the lower premure and density of the metal-inmdatortrmwition in the liquid compared to the solid
mayeeemaurprieiag. titidxthe m-w(~-p- ~tiedd)bd~tieb~of~
gap and the sebeequent oneet of metallination M is fix exmnple the case in Hg, another divalent Pmmure-hduced
metal-insulator transition [50]. However,acloeer lookatthe miginofthebm~ intheaolid phaaermealaa
more complex possibility which can be illustrated in the Pa3 structure, an ieotropic solid whioh beat mimics the high
coordination and orientational averaging ,.~ of the *B liquid. The lower bande in such a structure
can be represented by an equivalent tke-centered cubic description [61] where the printipal Fburier components of
the electron interaction with pairs are given by

w,, = (3/41rr:4)s@l)u(lll) (5)

and

Va = (3/4xr~~)&(200)u(200). (6)

Here SO is the atrncture fhctor per proton, and is given by
.

So(i,rn, n) = @w2@ + m -1-n)+ (-1)* coe2m@ - m + n)

+ (-1)~+~ coa2xa(-i + m + n)
+ (–1)”+1 coa%ra(l+ m - n)} (7)

with a = d(r,)/fi (2Gbeing the separat@ on average, between protons), and v(K) ia the Fburier tmusform for
the screened potential of a single proton.

Increaee of the temperature to (kBT w &w) dgnikantly excites the peire into higher anharmcmicvibrational
statea reading in lar~ amplitude spatial fluctuations. ‘lMae in turn will lower the gap by a corresponding Debye-
Wallerfactor, and given that the excurskmaare Wptibk, the loweringcan he a@dficank This can be demonstmted
m@tiyby ~~medtie 4ptirntie Ptitim@a~atiad W (28>2d) while theotherbaaii
paim are kept fixed. Fiom (7) the etructure factor per proton for such a separation becomes

S(2,m, n)= SO(2,m, n) - ; Si@r(a’ – cr)(l+m + n)] sin[fi(a + a’)(1 -k m + ra)], (8)

which shows immediately that the gap will be reduced when the pair ~de. Tbie gives a strong hint of the
likely effect of temperature primarily to reduce the gap, and to promote an earlier traoaition fmm insulator (or
semi-conductor) to metal. Note that a displacement arising with acouaticphononam akmcontribute to this effect.

IX. THE PHYSICAL CHARACTEIUSTICS OF THE INSULATOR -RIEM.L TRANSITION

At the one-body level the general closing of the gap with iucreaaingpressureand density appears well establiahd,
but what exactly happens upon close approachto the metal-inanlatortrtitim ti hydrogen? - ~itii now
follow:

A.. Scenario 1: Metal-insulator transition induced by em-body phyeice

In a conthmoua single pexticle approach, the gap dome and progressivelymore and more camiere are excited in~
the CQnductlon&m@ atructurdly this bnpltes strong pairing mmelationa. Depending on the decline of tlda gap,
the emerging conductivity can he eignlficant. Experbneuts and theory convergeon a mMetent picture for hydrogen
where the bed-gap decmaeeawith inueredng pma~ both in the did [9,52]and liquid [16] phaaee. in the solid,
the eonmpt of en indirect gap cloeing with iocrease of density in the paired phsae is robust when caloadatedin variow
crystal etructoree and it also obtains under orientationrddieorder [6,8$]; if generalized to the eqmnthn between
mobility edgcw[53], we expeot it to wry through for the liquid phase w well ~]. Acumhgly, under the aaaumption
that the liquid remains largely pairEKJWe view leads to a picture wheze the one-electronphysics of the liquid ~ be
similar to that of the solid; under pressuremobility edgea are gradually approaching, and if thie continues bydrogcm
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will be transformed from a liquid eami-conductorto a iiauid sem-metai.

P,08

Aspressureincreasee further the ‘bands”
overlap (mobility edges cross)~and the etktive &wrierd&aity continues to rne.resee,eventually broming degenerate
1551.
‘ fie vibrational dynamics of the Ha molecules imply en intemethg poeeibiii@for the male of conductivity in the
semi-metallic regime (i.e. kBT - Es). If we assume that the electrons hop fkom pair to pair when cloea approach
sllfhcientiy increaaes orbti overlap, then their time-male will be Betby times transiatiinal exouAona which bring
molecules into euilk.knt proximity that wave-fimction overlap is ei%cth (i.e. T * 10_14 s). lbgether with a standard
semi-conductor Picture invoired w e#ibr@e the carrierdensity (see e.g. p 575 of [56]), this quickly leade to re3istMtie9
* low ~ w 700- for ES ~ 2hL3T[~]!

Note, however, that the liquid phase cmrmpondato proton arrangementsthat are strongly diaordsred. If viewed at
low temperatures, disorder can lead to states that lack diffusion,via Anderson-kwalisatiom The role of temperature
is then to excite electrons from such states. Nota however, that the condition for Anderson iocdisation is similar to
the wndition for the Mott transition

(9) /’

where u“ ia a measure of the locaiized orbital sise and C is typically about 0.3 [53]. Under the assumption that
the Bohrradii fordiatomic hy&ogenis roughly thesarue ssthe Bohrradiueof mnatmic..ow=.D#gu”-0.3at experimental meW&&ion conditions.

B. Scenario 2XMetal-inauiator transition and the role of many-body phydca

@t [53]argued that a gap wii never close continuously because upon restoration of residual many-body interac-
tions, the hmation of excitons which eubsequentiyunbind upon ihrther closing of the gap will lead to a jump in the
conductiviw. We expect in tide case that the temperature of N 0.3 eV will be too high for the brmatii of excitona
[Sfi but tlds doea not rule out some other type of correiationdrivtmtrwitim nearband-gap closure. 3%rexample, the
Hubbard V for monatorrdchydrogen la about 17 eV [53]while the Me@on baud-width at experimental conditkma
is around 20 eV, which is probably an upper bound. Since the effkcts of disorder and cmmiaticm are expected to
reinforce each other [53] the pomibihty of conductiviw by tberrnal excitation across a declining Mo&Hubbard gap
emerges. If we are in the regkrMwhereeiectron-electroninteractions play an important role, the e&zt of spin bemmes
non-trivial. The twin effects of strong correlationand disorderes they irdiuencathe metai-ineuiator transition are not
completely undemtood; they combine with some force in the hydrogenproblem.

The highly euceeaefuieemkmpiricai EerzfeidpoMwAion catastrophecriterionpredictethat H2 will become metai-
Iic only upon about -11 fold compression [69] (generaiiy for ordered phesee). 13bwever,we note that there is some
amiiguity in the dednition of the various quantities entering these criteria (for instance the meaning of load poiarb
ability in the present environment), a problem that becomw even more acmtefor hydrogen where the fluid phase ie
involved.

c. 3enarJo 3: Met3d4ndator tmneitioninduced by structural change

E simple pressure induced Wgap closure in the paired state is preceded by signitieant structural change, met-
ailbmtion can also precede complete cioanreof this gap. Perhaps the best known case of a metd-inauiatortransition
driven by structural change is the metaiiic behavior seen when meltingthe eiementsl semi-condnetnrs eueb se SI and
Ge (se diwuesed above). The change Snband-structureis driven by the change in iocai atomic etructure, in this =
a relatively emaii increeee in oocwdination. In the csse of hydrogen, structural change associated with, for example
the rapid decline of pairing co~ is a likely candidate. Ih the iiqeid phee~ we have a direct Paraiiei of the
Cryetaiiinecaeediecumd in3@3iOnVIH-abolR

In fact, the Wigner-Hunth@on propaai [1]itaeifMe into the ciaaaof MStransitions induced by structural cbangee.
Here it waa predicted that inmeesiog preasum(at T=O) could lead to daedatii m hydrogen, meulting in a structure
with one ekotron per unit oeli and concomitant metallic behavior fix pamma@e& atatea [60]. Even at relatively
low densities, inereeeing the teenperaturato regimes comparable with the dmodation energy will aiao rupture the
H-H bond, possibly leading to metallic (conducting) behavior. The case at hand is clearly much more Bubtie. At the
extreme pmssurea Oftheahockexpwimd ,the H-H bondiadgniilcantiy waakaned,buteven atr, =l.5(-9 fold
compremion) the corresponding well depth contiie4 to have a magnitudesignificantlylargerthanthetemperatures
achieved [61]. To date no evidence of static pressure induced clieaociationin the solid has beeu ohaerved, even at
the significantly higher preesureaof 250GPu achieved by ultra presmre diamond edi-ceii techniques. Although the
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eviderlCe dXJW IW&S tO ZWO-t8mpf3MtU?(3dids ill ptiCldaI St131CtUIW,iRCMadn&jthe t8mp81atUI’9is not b~y to
change the wdl depth eigdficantly.

At theea extremely high cbmaitiesand temperature, the very conceptof diaseeiatitmia nebulous. High temperature
will excite large amplitude stmkhing motion, leading for example ta exehange of atoms from neighborhg paira, or
to the transient formation new localized species (“H/’ etc...) and so standard&emical definitionsare not unique.
Perhapa it ie better to speak of local coordination in a completely statistical sense, tbr example aa the integral of
the pair correlation function camied out ti a certain @tanect Thaee changes in local coordination certainly lead to
corresponding changea in the global electronic structure ae pointi out m an intercedingrecent tightibinding (TB)
molecular dynamics etudy & Lenoakyet al. [62]. Hem WmWatkm” is deilned by eaaerttngthat two atoms constitute
a dimer if each formathe nearest neighbor atom of the other. Atoms not identiiled as bedon@g to a dimer are then
termed diaaoeiated %nonomer#. Intemsti@y, they find that atateenearthe chemfcalpotential have a large projection
onto these “rnonomeren,ad ao by virtue of the Mott fornud~ for which reeiativity acake M the inverse square of
the density of statee at the Rrrni energy, the resietivity in their simulation acaleainversely with the square of the
average number of %nonomere”.The medumiam they proptm (eimii to that augg@ed by Rose [63]) in which the
‘dieeociation” plays a crucial rule is a poeaiblecandidate for what might happen in liquid metallic hydrogen. However
the large HubbcudU, included only indirectly through the effectiveparemWm in TB, auggeatathat diaaociatkmdom
not neeeeaarily imply a conducting state. This may help explain why the TB txmductivitiesfound at low density and
r)ressureare much biirherthan the exoerirnentalonce 16!21. .-m.
RecentlyPfMnz&rand Hohl [~”cerried out CM-P- ab-Initiomoleeuhu dynamite (AIMD) shmda

the metallic aide of the M-I trerwitionand find an even higher “&mcia&n

e“

fraction”. Becanae of the ext
lifetime of the peire they term the metallic liquid %matcanic”, even though it retains aigrdfleantpairin
Their Ioweetdensity is slii higher than the metaUizationdensity ahxbted fir the experiments (p = 0.4moZ/un;
va. 0-32rnoZ/ems)and they find a reaiativityabout a fiictor 6 smaller than the emperhnents. Simulating the metal-
iuaulator transition with AIMD is difficult because the local density approximation (LDA) underwtimatee the gap,
and the sensitivity on k-po”ti sampling [65] (the AIMD calculationsabove use only one k-point) makee accurate large
wale simulations computatiinally intenske. Once again, the large Hubbard U implies that spin eorrelatione may be
important,necessitating AIMD simulations baaed on spin density functional theory instead of the ueual paramagnetic
auaatz.

But whether any of them these mechanisms describe the shock cents [14] fully has yet to be eataliished.
The gap closes with inmasing denei~ even in au entirely diatomic phase, and iftbe TB or AIMD even slightly over-
estimate the Wiseodation”, the rnetahation in the simulations will oeeur through the %Meociationmechanism”
indeed of through a pure band-overlapscenario. In fact, ae evidenced from oomparieonof pair correlation fimctions,
the TB and iUMD results give a huger “diaaociation”fraction than the path-integral rrmnte-earlo(PIMC) remits of
Magro et oZ.[66]. While PIMO includes the aubsbntid ~o-point motion of the protons which the TB and AIMD
neglect, PIMC is usually carried out in a mur.hemallercell. Preaent3yit is not clear which method la bmt euited to
the experimental reghne and the eenaitive interdependenceof ~lon and mdabation physics coupled with a
poeeible role for etrong eorrelationewill render aa unambiguousinterpretation of the simuUom di%colt.

Early predietiona of &dte-temperature preeaurc4nducedmetallization fell under the general rubric of Plmmo Pheae
Thmsitions (PPT) [67]. Meet theories take a chemicalapproach,that iathe apeciee(bound etatm) are well ddined, and
this iaat variance with the extremely short life&rnespredictedby aimulatkme.Be&lea ignming the poaaibilityof band-
ovedap metalhation, the chemieel modele are typically based on peir-potentials and a &a-rotation apprdmation,
both of which are ill-detined at these densitiee se we have noted. The most comprehensivechemieal model caknrlatkme
were carriedout by Saumon and Chabrier[68]who predict fbrthe PPT a critii point at T = 15310 K and a deneity

v
== 0.18 rnoi/cna9, aud at htgberdensities and lowertemperature an inmasingly diitinuona transition between

a diatomk inetimg state aud an ionised (conducting) monatomic phaw (sss also F5g. (4)). In eupport of these
eheznicalmodeie, the physically baaed PIMC ealculationa [66]also give rather ehnilarrandte. On ths other hand the
TB simulations give a gradual transition to a more hnonatornic”pheae. The metallization experiments appear just
out of the rmge of the PPT prediction. ‘Ibeetablish the existence of a PPT by shock experiments will alao require
a range of temperature and demeitydata.

clearly the eqerimate are in a very interesting reghmx the interplay of thermal and electronic eff@ts brWg the
eystem close to both the dosing of the gap and the onset of pair fmgmedation, the two being interconnected. Which
occurs first will depend sensitively on the actual temperature aud presure and one could imagine difkent behaviora
at different state points. For example at deneities juet below the proposed diatomie metal-ineulator transition at
OK one would expeet a LM transition of the band-overlaptype while at higher temperature end lower densitiae
structural change if it exists, becomee more important. A definitiveelectronic interpretation of the Lhwrmoreshock
experiments is @ill lacking, and could prove to be quite unlike the conventional expkmatiom of tranaport propertke
of ordinary liquid metals.
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X. FUTURE EXPERBWENTAL PROBBS

Coneiderationabased both on a simple band-overlapscenariowithin the Zimanformulati~ and the “diaeodatdon”
baaedmechanimnpropoeed by Roes and Lenoekyet d. [62,63],pwdict that the conductivity is I@, but that it should
drop with inereasin6 q. -erim~ 60i143tO~~ PMSSW@-Id tierefore be of great in-. H~, m
also would ehoek experiments at about the came compreeaionbut lower temperatures. If the _enta gtwar above
are valid, then as depicted in Pig. (4), a boundary should be crcmwd(at fixed P) locating the I-M traneitkm. One
could also envisage that at even higher preseurea,the KM t-sitiou wouldbe at low enough temperature to be within
reach of static pressure techniques such aa diamond anvil cells [69].

The transition to a ccmdueting state in haogen may be quite nnuaual. The tenacity with which H retains its
pairing, an eilkct driven largely by exchange, can be mar@sted even in a metallic environment and at quite hi@
temperature. Though covalen~ this eneuing state is not of a network characteras in molten Si (or Ge), but a rapid
_ of P* (~ W the f@ ~~ge P~S in Si ~d Ge) my be Proceeding. It is an interestingad
WhaPeIIOd stateof MIMI%wMW now tits considerable fhrther study.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of electrical conductivity experiments on fluid metalhc“ hydrogen.
Four electrodes in (a) were connected to the circuit in (b). Ibr conductivitiea lower than metallic, two probes were

used. Tkigger pins turn on the recordingsystem. AU cables are coaxial.

FIG. 2. Effect & rise time on pressure-density states.
(a) F* pressure in hydrogen is w Pf/30, where Pj is incident shock pressurein AZ@a. Successive reverberations

cornpriaea quasi-iaentrope up to pressurePt. This quasi-isentropeis represenkd by ramp mm e 50fas from P“/30
up to Pf . After reverberation is complete, Pj is held ibr w 10W. If Pj wereachievd in one jump, this state would
be on singkshoclr Hug@ot. (b) Equation-of-state curves plotted as pressuresversus density OK isotherm, points
reached by shock reverberaticm, and singk+shockHugoniot. Initial point k liquid Ha at 1 atm.
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FIG. 3. Logarithm of electrioaf reefsthrfty of Ha and Da plotted ve.raua pressure.
Slope change at 140 GPa is transition &an serniconductingto metallic fluid.

FIG. 4, S&ematia Phase Diagram
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The metal--hmulaturtransition in the liquidoccurs at cmnaiderabiyloam preeeurethan the predicted transition in the
aolld. We predict a metal—indator line starting from the zemtemperature ac@ and incmdng m temperature with
dwreasingdenaity asdepktedabove. Atverylowtemperaturts itwillbeaharp withthehracter of a thermodynamic
phaeetranaition. Attieo~~e@hd~wad ~~_a~s, tie~wMb@@@
transformation to a temperature ionized plaema At zero temperature the metal-insulator transition ia predicted to
occur befbre (at lower denshy than) the dlatom&ammic transition. What happens at higher temperatures remaine
to be established Pmeibiitiea include the craeaingor merging of the ltnea,ae well ae their termination in one or two
critical points. lbcent theoretkal prdctione of a Plasma Phaae ‘lhnsitton (PPT) [66,68]are sdematically depicted
aa well, Also depicted in the iigure is the Siin equation for the melting line, and the orientationally dteordered(I)
and ordered phasM (II) and (III) found m the eolid [52]. We emphasize that this pbaee diagram ia merely echematic,
much still needs to be filled in.
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